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Oh man. 1·remember Oodles ofNoo~les. Such fun. You wouldn't believe
how much ramen you can buy for $50. Those were such good times.
Yay Walter! Yay AMP!
Kim Allen, "Corning Full Circle" post No.1

Why would America want the illiterate and irnpoveris~ed? Vl/e have enough
of our own to worry about, we can't invite more in. V\That is someone illiterate
in his/her NATlVE language going to be able to do in a new country anyway?
Boost welfare numbers? I'm not saying all immigrants are bad, but to take quite
literally Lazarus' poem i"s a misunderstanding. Like any other poem, I believe
there's a bit more to it than what it says - I would believe it means poor in
spirit~ or liberties, tired of social restraints - and these are re-emphasized with
the "yearning to breathe free" -no o!le is charging for the air you breathe yet.
Sooo, maybe you should chill out before you start inviting in the destitute and
foreign - America is a nation, not a refugee camp. We have a ton of people and
are growing from within every day - I don't see any reason ro make it easier for
immigraqts to come in. VVe don't have the money to fund the poor in our own
country - tllis is why we're trying (although however misguided and failing
those attempts may be) to get other countries on their own path.
Not prejudice, but practical, "We Come in Peace" post No.2

d tim s It's amazing how much has changed, and yet
1hose were goo
e..
h
.1'che to encapsulate that idea...
N if only t ere was a cu "C · Full Circle" post No.
stayed the same. ow
2
ommg
Ben Dower,

f th
1 ;> Sorry hearts and minds don't
. Win the hearts and. ~inds o e ~eop ~till of c;irninals armed with assault
really help against a militant drug regtme
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yours today. All contributors are
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rifles, hand guns, grenades an~~~:g, "Jf a Gun is Shot in Mexico" post No.1

The real question is whether the decision to be apathetic means an opinion
has been formed?
Militantly Apathetic, "Vote, Dam mit!" post No.5
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Throwing Stones
Homophobia is literally killing our kids
tripped him so he fell down the next flight do, it just further encourages the bullies.
of stairs. The next day, Asher turned a gun
These kids took their own lives because
they couldn't live with the constant harasson himself.
The most recent-but most likely not ment they dealt with every .day at school, but
the last-was 19 year old Zach Harrington it doesn't just come from schoolyard bullies.
by taylor buttler ,
from Norman, OK. Zach took his own life Huge groups of people go on TV on a regutaylor. buttler@gmail.com
a week after attending a local city council lar basis demeaning who these kids are.
When US Senators, church leaders,
meeting debate over the proclamation of
a GLBT history month. Even though the school administrators, and countless others
A lot of people would say that today is measure ultimately passed, it only did so publicly rail against the "h<;>mosexual agenthe best time to be gay and that gay and after 3 hours Of debate in which dozens of da' or say that homosexuality is an abhorlesbian people have more rights now than people spoke out against the proclamation rent sin against the very nature of humanity,
gay and lesbian children bear that and take
ever before. In some ways, they're right. and the GLBT community in general.
Public opinion is slowly but surely swingThe otlier victims were Cody Barker, 17, it to heart.
ing in favor of gays and lesbians on topics Raymond Chase, 19, Billy Lucas, 15) and
It's not just the gay kids who hear this
like gay marriage, Don't Ask Don't Tell, Seth Walsh, 13.
message of hate; the bullies hear it too, The
non-discrimination policies, and hate crime
These eight deaths were completely
example these people set justifies in these
kids' minds that it's okay for them to pick
laws. However, in many other ways, they are avoidable. In almost every one of these
the gay kids because they are lesser
wrong.
cases, the parents say that they repeople who don't deserve the same
Since July, eight boys are dead. Eight. ported the bullying to the school
The oldest of which w~s only 19 years old. administrators-in some cases
human decency as everyone else.
When organizations like FoThey all took their own lives because of ha- months before the suicides-but
rassment and bullying they endured either their complaints were all steadcus on the Family fight
because they were gay or because they were • fastly ignored. In Asher Brown's
against
anti-bullying
case, the school
simply perceived as being gay.
education programs
The first was Justin Aaberg, a 15 year has denied that
because they "proold boy from Anoka, MN who hanged his parents ever
mote homosexuality
himself in his bedroom. Justin and many reported anything
to kids", they make
it that much easier
of his friends at Anoka High School were in the first place
for
schoolyard
tormented with derogatory comments and despite the fact
· punks · to bully
bullying. "These kids, they just hate them- that they origiselves. They literally feel like they want to nally reported the
kids into a deadly
die," said Tammy Aaberg, Justin's .mother. bullying a year
depression . .
"So many kids are telling me this."
One could
and a half before
reason that, in
The most publicized of these suicides Asher's suicide. This
was Tyler Clementi, an 18 year old Rutgers is a huge proborder to avoid
University student. Tyler's roommate secret- lem. Teachers
this torment
and
bully recorded and broadcast over the internet and
school
a video of Tyler having a sexual encounter administralying, gay
with another man. In order to escape the tors cannot
and lesbian
torment he felt from what his roommate cannot cannot
kids should
did, Tyler jumped off the George Washing- continue to
just "stay in
ton Bridge.·
the closet".
ignore these
One of the youngest of these suicide vic- kids' torment.
1bis is not
tims was Asher Brown, 13. Asher endured When the~
a real solurelentless bullying; One day, they tripped
a flight of stair; . Once
him so he fell
Condemning others has a serious cost. iliustration by gina pyon
he had managed to collect himself, they

aown

( ( These kids took
their own lives
because they couldn't
live with the constant
harassment they dealt
with every day at
school

''

tion. Being forced to pretend that you are
something you're not can tear at you in a
devastating way. Having to lie about being gay forces you to .construct increasingly
elaborate stories explaining to your parents
why you don't have a girlfriend and explaining to your friends why you've never slept
with a girl. Keeping up these elaborate lies
is very emotionally taxing.
Fortunately, there is hope for gay or questioning kids going through torment. There
are several websites a,nd help lines available
specifically for suicidal gay youth, the most
prominent of which is the Trevor Project,
which provides free, confidential, 24-hour
support. Gay advice columnist, Dan Savage,
recently started the It Gets Better Project, in
which gay and lesbian adults make YouTube
videos that address gay youth who are struggling with bullying and explain to them that
life does get better. His hope is that, by seeing successful and happy gay adults, these
kids will be encouraged that there is hope
for them in the future. •

Taylo~ wa11is YOU to.be ;kay '.,;;/h who you are.
Discuss this article at amputd.com!
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Let's Talk Boobs
Innuendos don't necessarily lead to awareness

CHfC KOUT 11.Y
riNK BRAf
by finny philip
fphilip2008@gmail.com

In October, Facebook was awash with
tongue-in-cheek statuses about where women like to put their purses. lnnuendistas rallied to the cause of breast cancer awareness
by telling the world that they like it on the
couch, against the wall, or on the bed. These
"' like it" statuses did little but to give those
who were in on the joke a cheap giggle while
1 in 8 women were forced to take this disease
in all seriousness.
Perhaps the sexually frustrated women
who fueled this dull-witted "awareness" campaign could have used some more cunning
linguists. I certainly would have preferred
that they had had more head. Personally, I
like it in Uranus, and that's the only place I
would shove my sassy in-your-end-os ... but I
write for a much classier publication.
The goal of an awareness campaign is not
to tickle people with the thought of changing the status quo (or their Facebook statuses), but to convince them of their own
efficacy. Armchair awareness campaigns do
nothing but rob people of their time, which
they could be using to work toward actually
furthering their cause.
Slowly and imperceptibly, "awareness" has
become a whore of a word. This strumpet
blows her trumpet for nearly any imaginable
reason, and at every possible season. You can
create an awareness month too! Just pick a
month and a color to put on an awareness
ribbon. It is liberating to free yourself of the
work it takes to start a meaningful dialogue
about breast cancer, genocide, or sex trafficking and just sport a ribbon for a month while
hoping no one asks about the significance of
your new fashion accessory.
'~wareness" has become a fas;ade that the

Talking the walk. illustration by becky aguilar

detached wear over their deficient intellects.
Breast cancer is reaL Be aware. While most
Since these awareness campaigns are mar- of the public is n·ow aware of breast cancer's
keted as a catchphrase or a ribbon, the public existence, I am not too sure if they know
is stuck in a dazed state of superficial con- what this disease is capable of. If the writers
sciousness of the world's problems while all of those comical statuses had ever seen breast
they really see is the tip of the iceberg.
cancer ravage a loved one's body, I doubt that
Although many issues deserve to be on they would follow along in campaigns that
the forefront of the national media, I feel are irreverent as well as irrelevant.
that breast cancer should
The mortality of breast
cancer hit home for me
garner more attention
Armchair
when a woman who once
because a true awareness
campaign could easawareness
babysat me was diagnosed
ily find financial support
four years ago. Suddenly
campaigns do
the woman who had
for research and educate
the public about what
been a second mother to
they can do to screen
·nothing but rob
me succumbed ·to the in-

JJ
l l

themselves and get early

people of their

evitable.Herbodywasted

treatment.
' '
away while she was bedtime
ridden for months.
A few months before
the "I like it" status craze,
I saw her the day bewomen updated their statuses with the color fore she died, .but I swear the woman I saw
of the bra that they were ~earing. Countless was hardly the woman I had known. She was
statuses filled with sexual overtones on Face- skin and bones, merely a breathing skeleton.
book led to breast cancer awareness overkill, A person in such a state could not care less
but how many more women got a mammo- where her purse was-she hadn't used it for
gram since they were graced with the know)- months. If you could have seen her shrunken
edge of what color bra their friend was wear- frame reach out for medication, or if you had
· • •. been with her to keep her company through
ing? At least they got the word out.

her months of staring at the ceiling, you
wouldn't be another ignorant person who
rallies to a cause you have no real interest in.
While I'm always in the mood for a
joke, a disease that kills tens of thousands
of women a year won't be cured by pink ribbons. Armchair awareness hampers the real
effort to educate women about tumor detection and to help fund research to stop this
disease. I'm not asking for everyone to go run
the Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure, but
rather think about the difference that these
Facebook statuses would have made if they
actually encouraged- women to get themselves screened.
The first thing you can do is get the information out there, then move on to supporting research efforts for a cure or even
picking a cancer patient to sponsor. On a far
more personal note, 1 think the most meaningful way to help someone who is battling
breast cancer is to hold their hand through
the process. The more you engage yourself
in conversations with those who suffer both
from the disease and through association, the
more truly aware you will become. •
Fitmy says •tnta" to Fnubook idiory.
•
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Fear and Loathing at the ·State Fair
1he Texas State Fairfrom a virgin view
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by chelsea gomel
chelsea.gomel@gmail.com

I was a State Fair virgin, but having lived
here a fewyears,I decided it was finally time.
' So I took the DART into town and·let my
State Fair cherry get popped by Big Tex.
First off, I was struck by the incredible
architecture of the Cotton Bowl and surrounding buildings. After I managed to
stop simply gazing, I followed a crowd into
a pavilion of sorts. While everyone shuffled
around trying not to spill their beer, auctioneers found on Craigslist, wannabe barkers,
and the next Billy Mays were selling items
to people who were pretending to shop.
There were vendors selling ties, talismans, visors made out of cow hide, crosses
made out of bone, and animals that turned
into blankets. There were people selling anything you care to mention-and someone
else willing to buy 'it (or at least pretend to).
I wandered into the Go Texas building and got a free, albeit tiny, quesadilla
and headed out into the sun. What I saw

i, i,

And then there
were cowboys. Lots
of cowboys, and a few

too many handlebar ' '
mustaches.
next managed to excite not only the cheap
bastard in me, but also the literary studies
major a book for free being handed out by a
shirtless guy in a cowboy hat! The fact that it
was just a harlequin romance novel slightly
eased my disappointment that my purse
was not book-sized, and I walked on. I no
longer knew what time it was or my exact

location.
Everything
became a blur of
canned country music and the smell of
fried food as I attempted to maneuver
between strollers and
the elderly, who often
teamed up to make
everyone's
favorite
slow-moving combo:
grandparents pushing strollers.
As far as groups
of fair-g~ers go, there
were quite a few
hipsters with their
beards, tattoos, plaid,
and love of all things
kitsch...:....you know,
such as the Texas A conglomeration of social abominations. illustration by a.nastasia konstans
watching your loved ones-whom you have easy to end up with too many. I dropped my
State Fair. And then
there were cowboys. Lots of cowboys, and just forcibly fed deep fried margaritas-be last few on a cup of ice cream and started to
a few too many handlebar mustaches. There jostled, turned, and flipped around. In that head out, looking for a place to eat.
I sat below the glorious and angular and
was also a group of women in khaki shorts case, you are a sadist. I was unaware that you
discussing some swanky upcoming benefit could still pay to see a _two headed snake, a granite form of a naked woman, and began
gala. Overall, it was wonderfully-if unex- gigantic alligator, or anything of that sort. to appreciate the irony. To my right was
pectedly-diverse.
I was aware, however, that you could spend another statue: a perfect man taking flight.
Next, I wenr to the petting zoo and can- an exorbitant amount playing a game to win Below him another man was walking, his
not to this day figure out why. The line out- a trinket.
body fai: from being chiseled out of stone;
side was ·the Mecca of elementary school
I crawled out of The Midway, and dug but he was pushing a stroller with one hand
groups. It was a bazaar-a miniature version out my map and sense of direction. I ended and eating a turkey leg with the other-the
of the rest of the fair, reenacted by children up in someone else's family picture, and then State Fair sickle and hammer.
who care more about animals and less about ordered deep-fried sweet potato spirals. As
The opulent yet streamlined Art Deco
Sleep Number Mattresses. Cups of animal it goes with f~ied food, at first they were architecture of the fairground-built in
feed were a dollar, and there were kids buy- c;runchy and delicious. As I licked the grease 1936-d.rips with a steady drive towards
ing, selling, borrowing, lending, and steal- off my (recently sanitized) fingers, I heard success. The modern day fair is similar, with
ing. They shoved to get close to the pens; this girl at the table next to me talk about its extravagant play off a simple concept. It
they shared, gave favors, and took turns. how she was scared of Big T ex and I realized too offers a definition of success: as long as
They traded spots they didn't own by these I had not seen the dude himself yet.
fair goers can spend no on cotton candy
animals, but isn't that how it is in the real
The potato spirals soon became soggy ,and $3 on water, the American (or at least
world?
and pale orange, resembling rings of oompa Texan) economy can prevail. •
I wormed my way out of that chaos and loompa skin-or at least the epidermis of
into a new one: The Midway. I bet this place a serious fake tanner. I threw the rest out,
was radiant at night; the millions of colored and grabbed some root beer. Sitting below
It war Chelsea's.firs/lime, and Big Ttx
bulbs glisten in the sun as it is. Here I learned the gregarious Big Tex, I considered how
never called her back.
Discuss this artide a( ~m~prrtd.rom!
that we are all masochists. Unless you enjoy the- ticket system encourages gluttony: it is
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Reduce Your Use
Recycling isn't the only option

by melissa kenfield
fruitcakcknits@gmail.com

M ost of the time, when the phrase "reduce, reuse, recycle" is thrown around, the
emphasis is placed on recycling.
At its root, recycling is about taking
items that would otherwise end up in a
dump and finding ways to repurpose the
materials. This generally takes the form
of plastic bags and bottles being melted
back down into plastic beads that can
be formed into new goods, paper being recycled into Starbucks cups, or old
electronics being shipped overseas to be
broken down into their base components.
While finding new and innovated uses
for used goods is a component of responsible management of the environment,
recycling is not the most earth-friendly
option of the trio.
Recycling still means that a good was
manufactured and shipped; after use, the
package was shipped again and
""
more resources used to re>)
cycle. Reducing consumption
avoids this waste

stream altogether.
In a highly consumerist society driven
by marketing, obsession with the Latest
goods is not unusual. M aybe it's wearing
what's trendy and new for ~ given season,
or having the newest model of electronics. Even if nothing is wrong with your
existing music player, there's just something seductive about having the newest
iPodTouch.
True, technology is always improving-but when a person exchanges an
item that is already fulfilling their needs
for another simply because something is
new, we reach a point of unsustainability.
Recycling old electronics is no substitute
for simply not purchasing something
new.
Unfortunately, the vast majority of
companies don't want you to reduce or
reuse. This isn't a global conspiracy to destroy the earth-it's capitalism in action.
Reducing your consumption of bottled soft drinks is far more earth -friendly than recycling your used bottle. The
production, shipping, and recycling of
bottled drinks, at every step, contributes
to the waste stream. But, by pushing for
recycling bins in the shape of your favorite soft drink, the company displays how
"environmentally
friendly"
they are and distracts from
the inherent waste of disposables. We need to get out of

this cycle. More support for recycling is tions, I can get a refill of a fountain drink
not the answer; Less overall consumption for 54 cents. Off-campus eateries rarely
offer the same perks, with the obvious exis.
When it comes to food, reducing con- ception of Starbucks' discount on coffee.
sumption seems like a recipe for anorexia. Bringing my own dishes or plastic baggies
(With the obesity epidemic in the United to replace to-go boxes does take some inStates, maybe this is a win/win situation.) tentional forethought, but it's about time
H owever, think of it interms of food and to start a trend.
packaging waste
at every step.
How much
More support for recycling
packaging goes
into a Lunchis not the answer; less overall
abies or frozen
consumption is.
dinner compared
to a sandwich
made in your
Reducing the number of trees cut
own apartment? What about the inevitable Styrofoam container when you bring down can be as simple as double-sided
leftovers home? How much of this pack- printing to bringing your own napkins,
aging and waste is avoided by cooking at though that could quickly get disgusting if you have laundry procrastination
home and bringing it with you?
For drinks, reusable cups and bottles issues Like most students. Reusable shopare a simple, though not particularly con- ping bags can be as simple as re-using the
venient solution. Some locations reward plastic bags you already have-especially
bringing your own cu~t Starbucks, produce bags.
For additional ideas about reducing
10 cents off your purchase, or on-campus
eateries charging considerably less for consumption, look online (with the eKbeverage refills. Then you're left carrying pected amount of horror at the electricity
around a plastic cup for ,the rest of the use of your laptop) for carbon footprint
calculators. While largely irrelevant to reday. It adds up though.
Let's take just water for now. Assume ality (my carbon footprint was calculated
I would drink one bottle of water today, as low as 5 metric tons a year and as high
use one paper cup, and one cup in my as 28), these websites provide insights
apartment. Two and a half years of car- into other ways to reduce the environrying my reusable bottle around means mental impact of our daily lives.
more than a thousand cups or bottles not
In a world with a population neardiscarded and far fewer dishes needing to ing seven billion, any individual efforts
be washed at home. An insignificant dent to reduce consumerism are meager, but
it's the only place we have. to start. •
globally, but it's somewhere to start.
How about soft drinks? While I admit
that it would be better for the environment and my body-if I cut out the high
fructose corn syrup beverages; fizzy caffeinated drinks are the driving force belfyou don't rtduu your waste, Melissa will reduu you.
hind much of my life. Bringing my own
Discuss this article at am,f>utd.com!
cu.P ~e~ns that ~or mo~t o~-c1mp~~ loca-
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A Hypochondriac's Tale
Irrationalfears lead to rational choices
..

...

~

by prashant raghavendran
praghavendran@gmail.com

At 14 years old, I went through the horror of watching my grandmother vomit up
blood in our living room while she was having an ulcer. That triggered a chronic ailment, my elephant that has always been in
the room: hypochondriasis.
For a while, this was just an on and off
occurrence that would not plague me regularly. ] would get inklings of concern about
heart problems or brain tumors that would
quickly be dispelled by stern yet important
words from my parents. Recently though,
being all alone and overseas brought back
thoughts of illness, and I would worry about
the impending doom of the most treacherous diseases. Simultaneously, this solitude
also made me realize the importance of
channeling these negative thoughts into
positive action. I learned
ho,w to make a
fear of dis!!ase
push me to im-

prove my lifestyle choices.
Dealing with hypochondriasis in today's
This' solitude also
society is incredibly difficult. In A,merica,
we have unhealthy eating habits and are
made me realize
surrounded by wonderful new medicines
the importance of
that will cure our aches, whether real or
imaginary.
channeling these
The influence of the couch potato lifenegative thoughts into
style coupled with the quick fix of pills
creates a terrible image for the public. We
positive action.
are essentially saying, "It's okay to worry
about these horrible things, because this
pill full of foreign, unknown chemicals is fear contribute to worse health. The stress
going to clean it all out of you .... maybe." accompanying the condition can lead to
Hypochondriacs like me·will keep worrying · high blood pressure, which is just the beabout problems they won't have because the ginning of a long, downward spiral.
_ I think my case became especially worse
American pharmaceutical market will get
rid of this invisible issue. And, though this because I took up a great interest in biology
is no one's fault but the increasing popula- and medicine. In the course of wanting to
tion of earth, all of these gruesome
be a doctor, I came across so many diseases
and conditions in textbooks. The stordiseases are being passed out
like hotcakes.
age of this information has been both a
wealth and a nuisance. I can say, however,
Though people who
are hypochondriacs may
that this knowledge led me to understand
seem like drama queens
bow increased stress was digging me a
for making such a big
deep hole. I knew that I needed a turn
deal out of nothing, it
around.
should be noted that
Being the American college kid
it isn't for attention.
that I am, I am quite accusHaving these
tomed to the post-midn~ght
of
runs to Steak 'n Shake,
bouts
Whataburger, and all the
other
cholesterol-laden
eateries around town. Be<;ause of my grown awareness, for the fust time, I
ordered a salad at a fast food
establishment. Something I
never thought I would
ever do became

(i.
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a very simple choice. Since my return from
abroad and from extreme panic, I've been
loading up on fruits and vegetables and
just walking around campus for no apparent reason. People pass me and say, "What
are you doing?" All I have for a response is,
"Just walking because it feels good". By focusing my energy on what is good for my
body, my thought about what is bad for my
health diminishes.
There's something to be said for growing up in a household that bases its medical theories on what's naturally present. My
Hindu upbringing exposed me to roots and
leaves as remedies far before any pills. Yoga
and meditation have been my cultura> saviors. The reason these things have become
fads is that they are simple ways of capturing pure optimism without much money or
effort. I feel blessed that 1 was exposed to
these resources through my heritage.
In my situation, simply remembering my childhood healthy habits has been
helpful in getting rid of my obsession with
disease. Sometimes, all it takes is simplicity,
and not the process of medical examination
and prescriptions, to contribute to a sound
mind and body. My hypochondriasis has
thus morphed quickly from my weakness
to my reason for living better.
Though I was lucky enough to find this
turn-around on my own, there were certainly times that having the company of
good friends and family would boost my efforts to c~m down. Hypochondriacs often
feel alone-especially in the college yearsbecause their friends rarely consider their
healt~, letting worries spiral into severe
condition. I think it is especially important for everyone to understand the plight
of these people and be there for them. In
many cases, with this push of support, hypochondriacs will be able to shake their
worries and move on with their lives. •
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Weird, Wired, and Wistful
1he naming ofour generation

by alex garcia topete
alex.garciatopete@gmail.com

Mter I watched 1he Social Network on
its opening. night, I left the movie theater with an uneasy and intriguing feeling: I knew I had just seen a great film
that arguably represented the spirits of
our generation, yet 1 couldn't
name that generation. That
made me wonder--what is
the letter (and the value) of
our generation?
There's the "Baby-boomer" bracket that economists
talk about (those who were born
during and before the 60s) and
there's the cool "Generation X"
that came after the boomers and
right before the 80s. After those
two, all bets are off about the
branding of our generation.
Some call it "Generation Y", but
that moniker seems simply to follow
an alphabetical order rather than actually
representing the generation. Baby-boomers earned their name because of the
birth-rate boost, and X-ers got theirs because the future was a variable for them.
How can Y be our "symbol" if it means
nothing but a letter?
Then the answer hit me with the power of 1he Social Network's one-liner: "He's
wired in"--the letter of our generation

isn't a letter but three letters: we're the worlds, from Warcraft to Wonderland.
We're a generation of war, not a great
WWW generation.
Obviously, the World Wide Web has war, like generations past, but an unceraffected and infected our lifestyles and tain one against terror and daily wars
psyche in ways that warrant recognition against boredom in virtual worlds.
We're a generation ofwizards, witches,
and symbolism . Nevertheless, the more I
thought about the defining traits of our werewolves, and whatnot.
We're a generation in which weird is
·generation, the more Ws I found waging
their weight in the wordplay of my won- welcome and worthy.
derment-of which I write within.
We're a generation who grew up under
We're beyond a web generation; we're William Jefferson Clinton and George
exactly what the quote said: We're wired. Walker Bush.
We started with Nintendos and dial-up
We're a generation of worshippers,
modems and ended up with Wiis and either of church or celebwireless widgets that work rities or fallen heroes
wonders.
or false idols, though
We're a generation of many
worship
Windows' wows and woes more than on_e.
We're a genand Wikipedia's whole
truths and whopping lies. eration that saw
We're a generation Wall Street wilt
that wanders alternative and wither.

Weary of Witlessly Waiting With Want for
We'll Whisk your Writing aWay in

We're a generation with great wealth
in goods and information, yet we fail
to be wise, instead wasting away at our
whim and whining about.our wants.
We're a generation worrying with the
warnings of global warming.
We're a generation of would-bes and
wannabes, weary of wandering through
life wondering if it's worth living without
wavering.
We're a generation wary that the wicked sometimes win and that the whiz can
go wrong.
We're a generation wallowing and wrangling with wistful
thoughts of the past and wishful thinking of the future.
We're a generation in withdrawal from our present.
We're a generation that
went from "whatever" to "what
the hell" to "WTF?"
We're simply the WWW
generation whether we want it or
not, with all our woes and wonders. However, we ought to question for which of the reasons above we
would want those three letters to mean
for us. The "baby-boomers" represent the
enhancement of the American lifestyle,
while the value of"Generation X" remains
as variable as algebra. What will our generational reputation become? What will
WWW symbolize? Would those letter;
be worth the world to us, or will they be
our heaviest weight? •
Alex wishes we would waggle our Wiimotes with him
whilst he} in Washington.
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Censor Me

All rules have boundaries-don't encroach on mine

by alice

post

alice.a. post@gmail.com

America fucking rocks. The very fact
that for no reason at all that sentence leads
this entire article is right up at the top of
the list for why this is true. Individuals and
their expressions are valued even at the expense of offending others.
The entire debate over general courtesy
and anti-censorship has raged fol' decades.
The current political screaming on both
sides of the aisle, while annoying as hell,
is acceptable and necessary to keep more
levelheaded arguments in the press.
True, certain forms of expression have
been deemed illegal, such as libel and copyright infringement. Therefore, the main
clash of legal issues can be seen between
the protection. against obscenity and the
protection of offensive ideas.
Over time, the idea of what would be
considered obscene has shifted away from
simple bigotry. At one time in history, producers would remove scenes from movies
of Lena Horn singing in a bubble bath or
in a role where she was in a romance with
a white man because they were considered
too racy. Today, the regulation of obscene
material in the public sphere is generally
based on the parts of the body rather than
color or sexual orientation.
A not-so-well defined definition of obscenity has attempted to keep clothes on
streakers, f-bombs off of daytime TV, and
dongs off of billboards. Insofar as decency
in the public sphere is concerned, these
measures can generally be agreed upon.
Frankly, it is beneficial to society to maintain a certain minimum level of courtesy
in the public sphere. The question then is:
When does courtesy become overly restrictive to the marketplace of ideas?

organizations of any sort have rules of con- are the worst offenders of trying to supduct surrounding their members that they press unflattering, or simply uncontrolled,
content made by members outside their
cannot hold against non-members.
The most widely popularized exam- organizations. Parties in power often abuse
ple of this is the printing of the image of their position in order to suppress journalMohammed. Supplemental teachings in ists and perpetuate a decreasingly represenIslam forbid the printing of the image of tative rule.
its prophet, and zealous Muslims try to exD uring the presidential election camtend these rules to people outside of their paign in Rwanda ofAugust 2010, the ruling
religion.-lhis has led to a complete diver- party shut down leading newspapers and
sion of arguments from substantial issues, reporters were shot outside their homes.
such as women's rights or violence in the While governing bodies often shape obname oflslam, to rage over the South Park scenity laws to !!latch their political preferbear costume that covered the character of ences, rarely is it considered obscene for the
the Prophet Mohammed. Newspapers still press to oppose politicians.
At UTD, the rules of the campus at
censor their cartoons to remove images of
Mohammed because it would be consid- large determine how different organizations can conduct themselves. Any organiered offensive to the Muslim community.
The balance between social commentary zation can criticize the university without
and blatant offense must be considered, fear of being shot outside their doorstep,
but in the twenty-first century, societies in but drawing penises on the Spirit Rock is
which a free press still exists should be able considered obscene. In the interest of promoting the best environment for universal
----~--~~---------------!lw
learning, UTD has enacted rules to promote educated discourse.
In the sandbox of UTD, similar to the
playground of the outside world, organizations can occasionally revert to their sixyear old selves. One example of this is the
Phi Gamma D elta rule that no other org-".
nization can print the Greek letters of their
name in a row like this: <l> r I!J.. The Greek
alphabet, like an image of a man with the
caption "this is Mohammed", cannot be
copyrighted, considered obscene, or against
the rules of overarching institutions:
So kids, play nice. Yes, getting into a
clique with particular rituals and beliefs
is super-fun, but remember that imposing
customs diat . other people have ~y
chosen not to be a part ofhas a detrimental
cost on society. •

The answer actually comes from kindergarten, or at least a typical kindergarten
experience. Whenever a kid shouts "You're
not the boss of me!" he or she is expressing
a general rule of boundaries of authority.
Whether applicable to territorial disputes
over swings or more advanced altercations
of who exactly is king of the rock, the idea
that rules and regulations from two different individual; or groups do not always
match up has been a longstanding feature
of human society. This allows for a process
of information dissemination and arbitration to take place, or in kidspeak: asking
the teacher.
As grownups, the analogous cliques and .
associated rules of those groups operate
within a general area all subject to overarching law. Religious groups have rules
that pertain to their followers but they cannot hold the community at large subject to
them. Schools have rules for students that

in no way resemble laws in the community;
So, for example, visitors to the school are
not subject to dress in uniform like the
unfortunate minors within. Membership

to make social commentary without bending to the will of imams, priests, rabbis, or
scientologists.
Political sensitivities around the world

Alice is qwpt ofthe S(l11dbox.
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Crying Over Spi.lt Sludge
7he devastating effects ofthe Hungary chemical spill
The chemical spill consists mostly of iron Orban for his quick response to the chemi- those affected.
The aluminum plant was reopened on
(mst)
and the by-products cal spill. Since the spill,-the Prime Minisoxide
' of aluminum
.
ter has suspected criminal activity behind October 15th, just 11 days after the disasthe failure of the reservoir wall. Ac- ter. 1bis seems ridiculous at first, but one
production, such
cording to BBC news, Orban has must consider that tllis is a business, not
demandcd that Magyar Aluminum ·a charity. Shutting down the plant permaas ' aluniiby becky aguilar
. rcbecca.aguilar@>studcnt.utdalbs.cdu
num oxide, soshould pay for the C(;)Sts of the damage nently would result in job and profit losses.
Additionally, Magyar Aluminum will
dium oxide, silcaused by the leak.
Althqugh quite a demand, one be under the command of the Hungarica, quicklime
,;arious
On O ctober 4th, 2010, a re'Servoir dam and
cannot help bu.t wonder if the ian government until all damages are paid.
holding chemical waste broke and un- heavy metals.
company will live up to this state- This government takeover was an effort
ment. W ill-it wait until the fer- to prevent another environmental disasleashed a torrent of red mud that flooded Strongly alkaseveral villages near an aluminum process- line, this spill
vor dies down before restart- ter from occurring and demonstrates the
ing plant in.Ajka, Hungary. Since October raised the pH
ing work and paying less government's ability to act quickly and rake
proactive measures to ensure there are not
than it promised?
5th, Hung-ary has been in a state of emer- of the Danube
Even now, no one knows more spills.
gency and ha~ been working frantically to to 9 (neutral is at 7).
The chief executive of the aluminum
clean up the mess.
Although it sounds riexactly how much money
Meanwhile, the death toll remains at diculous, workers poured
the repair process will cost, plant Zoltan Bakony was arrested on Ocbut so far the Magyar Alu- tober 11, but was released two days later
nine, at leasr 150 have suffered injuries acid into the river to reduce
minum Com.pany has due to lack of evidence to put him on trial.
from chemical burns, and thousands are the alkalinity and pH. This
stated that it will release One cannot put the blame on one man; the
displaced and unable to return to their posed a danger to the river
homes. The chemical spill has since reached and p~rhaps added to the
110,000 Euros (ap- problem was a crack in the wall.
proximately 140,000
Unfortunately, the pollution will not
the Danube River after extinguishing all pollution but seemed the
USD)
in go away; it can be cl!!aned up to a certain
life in the M arcal River, which feeds into only quick way of lower"rapid aid" extent, but one can only do so much. The
ing the river's pH.
the Danube.
· Despite this disasThis is the greatest environmental disasto help biggest concern should be how this chemical spill will affect the people, land, and
ter in the area since a cyanide spill in Ro-_ ter, recognition can be
resources in the long term. News sources
mania polluted the Danube in 2000. The awarded to Hungary's
agree that the Danube will dilute the concollapse of the reservoir wall in Hungary Prime Minister Victor
taminants, but they will
released about 180 million gallons of highstill be present in
ly toxic red mud.
small amounts.
The torrent of mud
Although thi-s small concenswept through the
towns of Kolontar and De-=~--~:~::::~jJIIII"'I~tr=a~n:
· o:n~o:f:.:co:ntaminants
is initially
_
harmless,
longvecser, reaching up to six feet in depth
term
exposure
in some places.
could cause health problems. Most difOverall, this disaster has affected about
fiCult will be the year long cleanup effort
7,000 people and displaced many from
and villager .relocation and readjustment.
their homes. Despite the huge cleanup efDespite this tragedy, the situation could
fort, the chemicals that remain in the soil
have been a lot worse: 'there were no go":make it unsuitable for farming and have the
emment cover-ups about volume of the
potential ofleaking into the water table.
no bickering or pointing fingers,
pollutant,
The red mud has sent 150 people to the
and no (ielayed government response. 8
hospital for chemical burns on their skin.
Additionally, as the clay dries it creates a
red dust, _v.r~~ b~cq~es; aif~Qtne and, if ,
BecA.y thinlu t4e waltz should n~w be u~lltd the.JYd,
1 I I'
J
'0
inhaled, causes lung irritation and possibly '
Danube.
Slu_dge see~e spreads sorrow. illustration by lewis chang
Dimm this artick at •mt•ttl,com!
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byTaylor Brigance and Ryan Henry
tbriganceC~gmail.com
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:ltld ryan.w.hcnry@gmail.com

If you arc reading this article, then you probably didn't go
to Austin City Limits this year. You made a bad choice, and here
is why: a dmnk front man; 12,000 people acting like locusts; neon
blue, LED-lit shutter shades; a cowbell solo; and "Desperado." All of
these and more occurred during the three-day festival held annually
at Austin's Zilker Park. Expectations for ACL are always high, and
this year was no exception, especially considering the star studded
line-up that the organizers somehow managed to round up. To put it
simply: these bands delivered.
Friday was an odd duck, in that the daytime bands
far outperformed the headlining acts. Most importandy, if you showed up expecting a strong
performance from The Strokes and their
lead singer Julian Casablancas, you were
to be both very disappointed and sur
prisingly amused. Mter watching
the clearh• inebriated Casablancas
ramble his way through such htts
as "Is This It", "Reptilia", and "Last
Nite", attendees began leaving in
droves for Phish on the other side
of the festival. However, that means
they misse~ such golden nuggets
as "Money can't buy you love, but it
can find you love," Casablancas asking for help with his own lyrics, and
a stirring rendition of the Thundercats
theme song - much to the surprise
his band mates. While this made for a very
disappointing concert, it made for a hilarious
performance.

you were clever
to arrive earlier in
you were
enough to see Ezra Koenig
Vampire Weekend cameo for Miike Snow, a great new dance-rock band from Sweden that blends electronica
influence with a rock and roll style. After an extraordinarily solid set they closed with their single "Animal"
their self-titled album. Spoon, Vampire Weekend, and The Black Keys also performed on Friday, all holding
1amm solid sets but without anything as noteworthy as Casablancas' drunken ramblings- "Say what I UAU''Af•
l8h100t from the hip.•
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Two Door Cinema Club is the best b
yet, but surely will soon. Think of them as Phoc
playing early in the afternoon, they were still ab
about 15,000 people according ro our exrremeiy
system (number of flags in the crowd rimes 5
mosdy ~onsisted of songs off their most rece!l
bum, Tourist Hic;tory, released earlier this year.
fucking shit out of"Come Back Home" and "\V
and had the crowd on their feet the entire t'
stage. Seemingly exuberant to be there, the: c
into a great performance.
Saturday also brought the first
true disappointment with The XX, who
could only a muster a lackluster live performance. despite a ver~ solid studio
alhum. 'The band couldn't channel
enourrh cneroy to capture tne
~
"
crowds attention- we declded tht r1mc wa~ better spent
on sloppy nachoc; and snagging a good spot fur LCD
Sounds\'stem. \Ve have no
re~rcts. LCD Soundsystem delivered a
positively clcctrit~\'ing elcctronica performance.
The .::ide project of DFA Record
founder James ~lurphy, LCD Soundsystem is the epitome of electro-punk.
The band has so much joy in performing their music (cow bell solo, anyone?)
that the crowd is almost superfluous,
voyeuristically looking in on what has
produced two--and potentially threeGrammy nominations. Despite the ~c.¥!
absence of two of their biggest
~
0
hits, LCD Soundsystem still 'tf..
left the crowd pumped for
would arguably be

*"

best performance
the entire festiwl:

~~~s~s_u_e__3__•___A__M__o_o_e_s_T~P-R=O~P;O..SAiilii~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;~·~~~R;T~S;;&~;L;E;I;S;U;;R;E;;;_ii~
vou haven't heard of
but Irish. Despite
pull a crowd of
counting
TDCC's set
onlv!) atrocked the

British altrock trio from
Teignmouth, England, Muse, took the
stage with as much fanfare as the festival
could possibly handle. Lead singer Matt
Bellam\ danced out in a disco ball suit
and blue lit LED shutter shade:;, smglc-handedl.v re\'ivmg glam rock. A set
li5t tK~t re:nured hib, past ana present
from Plug l n Bab~· co the most recent
l!rprismg, .l\luse dominated thei1 audience with a laser li~hr sho"· :.mokc rna
chines, and giant eyeballs bouncing mto
the audience.
Never a band to let silence in,
Muse's act was equal parts concert and
performance art piece. The band filled
time berween songs by sampling from
other artists: Audioslave's <ACochise",
The Animals"'House of the Rising Sun",
and most impressively a Hendrixesque rendition of "The Star Spangled Banner". Featuring hard
rock riffs, sci-fi imagery,
Orwellian lyrics, and the
most bitchin' keytar
ever, Muse provided
a strong ending to
the best day of the

festival

After rwo
of eight hour concerts. we took it easy on Sunday. showing
up a little late and looking forward to.The Flaming Lips, Cage the Elephant, and The Eagles·. Despite one serious let down, the day was
a serious success. After leisurely viewing good acts like Roben Earl Keen, and Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic
Zeros, it was time for The Flaming Lips. In classic
fashion, The Flaming Lips began their show by heing birthed from a g1ant neon woman's vagina, lead
singer \Vayne Coyne crowd surfed in a giant infiatable hamster ball, and the show featured two dozen
orange jumpsuit clad fans dancing on stage as the
band played songs from their new double album. At one
point during "I Can Be A Frog", The Flaming Lips led their
audience in various impressions including lions, giraffes, tornadoes, and locusts. Breaking from their performance art piece,
The Flaming Lips closed thetr set with a heartwarming rendition of
theu number one hit "Do You Realize?".
Cage the
was an
disappointment.
Mter a breakout success with "Ain't I\o Rest for the \Vicked",
featured on the video game "Borderlands", and a strong second single in ~<In One Ear". we expected Cage the Elephant to
live up ro the raucous attitude anc; manl.c energy of these tracks.
Cage the Elephant coUldn't even capture a willing crowd- they
came;: out fiat, and showed nothing distincth·e in their performance. The band seems destined to be yet another one hit wonder,
quite unlike the next and final act, who would bring the entire festival
to a close.
.. \ccumulating a series of hit albums and songs over the span of decades, The Eagles have shaped
the face of modern music. Their Greatest Hits (1971-1975), at 29 million copies sold, is the hest sellmg album of all rime. The band is seemingly incapable of writing a bad song- their set consisted almost ..
entirely of number one singles, pulling from the discography of not just The Eagles, but the other great
bands and solo acts that the band members have contributed to. With a style that is part rock and roll and
part country, The Eagles were able to juxtapose the mellow with the upbeat, from uSeven Bridges Road"
leading to "Hotel California", all the way to "Funk #49" and finally a triumphant "Desperado", The Eagles
provided an excellent capstone to a steUar ACL. The sole critique would be the extended lull which followed "Hotel California". While this still made for a great set list, the pace needed to be kept high to keep the exhausted crowd's interest.
The 2010 Austin City Limits Music Festival was a resounding success, and has done nothing but
raise the bar for next year. Although our thorough review of currendy active bands was only able to come up _
with a handful of acts that could possibly match or exceed the expectations set by this year's festival, there
is no doubt that the ACL producers will once again exceed every expectation next year.

______... ,,'. .
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Dr. Pre atorlove
How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Obomba

by taylor brigance

------

tbrig:1nce€•lgmuil.com

Thank God for Predat~r drones! For
those that haven't been paying attention,
the Obama administration has approved
the use of Predator drone attacks on a
sele~ list of US citizens believed to be
operanng as
terrorists ~~
abroad. If 1
-...........::: ~ ~
know
anything,
~
I do know this: history
shows that when a charismatic
and democratically elected
leader gains' the power to
kill their own citizens solely
at their discretion, nothing
ever goes horribly wrong.
Don't you feel safer now, knowing that pesky things like courts,
judicial review, public scrutiny, or
evidence of innocence won't
slo"'{.down the President in
his effort to rid the world of
America's enemies? I'm
not quite sure what
quali.fies
someone as Arner-

President (via his Justice department) says
he doesn't have to tell us, but I'm sure it's
reasonable-after all, America is known
for its ability to never overreact during
times of crisis or war.
Now, there are. a few nay-sayers out
there who say that the authorization to
kill Anwar al-Awlaki is an egregious
violation of the Fifth, Sixth, and
Eighth AmendmcAts, but
did any of

...

since

"YEEEEEEEEEHAW!!Il!!" illustration

~y

jeff blackman

them teach
Cons titu tionallaw?The
Hfth Amendment
says "no person shall ... be
deprived of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law,'' and while ,I'm
not s~re how this isn't being violated, the President
is a lot more clever than
I am, so I'm sure there is
some reason which allows
lets him to do this. Unfortunately, he says
he doesn't have
to tell us
what that
reason is.

The other thing that the President says
he doe~n't have to tell us is what, exactly,
al Awlaki's crimes are, which I think is absolutely the right move. We know al-Awlaki is a terrorist (otherwise he wouldn't he
nccuscd of it!), and if the President makes
public what crimes al-Awlaki is being
charged with, then al-Awlaki might be
able to mount some kind of cunning legal defense (like saying that the methods
used·to obtain evidence were illegal) and
get away with it! Habeas corpus is all well
and good, but once we've haileased up his
corp11s it won't really matter, will it?
After all, if al-Awlak.i is innocent, then
why doesn't he come over here and prove
it? Everybody remembers ~innocent until
proven guilty" but the entire phrase is actually "innocent until proven guilty... unless it's an accusation of terrorism, then it's
the other way around. "The phrase has it's
origins in late 15th century Spain, with
"not being Catholic" replacing the terrorism exception. Throughout history, this
complicated legal principle has been updated to reflect the struggle of the times
and has included witchcraft, communism,
and cooties.
Now, you might be thinking to yourself,
"I dunno, the President killing American
citizerrs far from a theatre of conflict with
no due process, no attempt at capture, and
not releasing the criteria by which one
might wind up on the okay-to-kill list ...
that makes me uneasy", but rest easy my
compatriots! That might have been a
problem two years ago, but now Barack
Obama is President, and it's fine as long
as it's our guy! President Bush had a lousy
civil liberties record, (so he wasn't to be
trusted) and, well, President Obama's isn't
any better, but I'm sure he has much better
intentions! To imply otheiwise is racist.
What would be the alternative? As the
richest, most technologically advanced,
and militarily powerful nation ever seen
on earth, the only way we have a chance at
catching a few thousand terrorists is to use
the most extreme methods possible. Don't

let anybody fool you: there is nothing ro
be gained from the moral high ground.
Ben Franklin said that "they who can
g1vc up csst:ntial liberty to obtain a little
temporary safety, deserve neither liberty
nor safety," but what if we give up essential liberty for a lot of permanent safety?
The solution is simple: aU we have to do
is m~\ke this policy permanent and insure
that we forev.ar- more elect Presidents who
won't abuse their power... so no problems
there, AmericJ!

( ( Innocent until
proven guilty ... unless
it's an accusation of
terrorism, then it's the
other way around.

11

l s anybod.y actually bothered that
someone is openly claiming the right to
kill them, be immune to all repercussion,
and is capable of doing so at any time? We
can be struck down by lightning, heart attack, or speeding buses at any point, so
why should we be so upset that Predator drones are now on the list? There's yet
another great upside that people insist on
not seeing: wouldn't automated missile
strike be the coolest way to die ever?
However, let it be known that we
haven't completely abandoned the standards of property and personal integrity-if a Predator strike kills an American
citizen, and destroys a vending machine
in the same explosion, the President wit{
still have to answer to the Coca-Cola
company. •

Coutjon: Don't stand too dost to
Taylorfor the nextftw weeks.
Discuss this artick At qmtutr/,com!
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Selective Memory
7be Texas Board ofEducation ccorrects" history

by amrutha patil
amrutha34@ymail.com

How hard is it exactly to rewrite history? Not hard enough apparently, as proven
by the Texas Board of Education in recent
weeks. Refusing to stop traveling down its
controversial path, the Texas Board of Education insists on politicizing education.
On September 24th, the board approved a resolution that provides them
with the power to
refuse any
textbooks
they deem
to contain

photoillustration by alice post.

problem lies in the fact that the sole criterion the board considers before deciding
on a curriculum for a million students is
its members' opinions.
Historians should be the only ones dictating whether a particular textbook holds
a bias in its portrayal of history. Such decisions should not be left to any state official
using his powers as tools to promote his
own political agenda.
By changing the standards for the
state's curriculum whenever they please,
the board members are letting their personal beliefs seep into the lives of millions of children. Schools should either
be politically neutral or discuss all sides
of political matters so that students have
opportunities to form their own opinions
on issues.
It was only a few months ago
that th~ board of education decided on major changes to social
studies and economics textbooks
after it claimed textbooks had a
"liberal bias"; textbooks were revised
to accentuate right-wing philosophies not only about
history and social studies
but also about economics.
Now, the board is
once again making accusations about a bias in textbooks. Except, this time, they're targeting a more
specific and sensitive issue-religion.
I cannot help but wonder about the
circumstances surrounding all of these
sudden "discoveries" of biases
in textbooks and the board's
subsequent changes to
curricula.
It's disconcerting at
the very least to find how
the board's predominantly Republican members
decided to pass new resolutions that stress their
personal beliefs at a time

when an extreme right-wing movement
is gaining momentum and other religious
conservative organizations are starting to
emerge onto the political scene.
Their latest change, arising out of their
"concern'' about textbooks being "pro-Islam", also conveniently happened at a time
when a religious controversy surrounding
the decision to build an Islamic mosque
has been brewing for the past few months.
It seems to me that the Texas Board of
Education is taking advantage of its position to promote its own agenda during a

( ( It seems the Texas
Board of Education
has allowed itself to
turn into a platform
for any disgruntled
politician or frustrated
citizen to promote
their political agenda in
the public arena.
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time of political strife.
Even more disturbing are the credentials of those allowed to propose and successfully implement changes to the school
curricula of millions of students. For instance, the mastermind behind the latest
change, Randy Rives, is a local politician
who ran for the state board but lost his bid
to a moderate republican. Furthermore,
the architect of the initial textbook changes in March was state board member Don
Mcleroy, a dentist with no known credentials as a historian or academic expertise in
history whatsoever.
It seems the Texas Board of Education
has allowed itself to ~n into a platform
for any disgrunded politician or frustrated

citizen to promote their political agenda
in the public arena. More specifically, the
fact that the board is allowing citizens
with no professional degrees in history, social studies or economics to make changes
to history, social studies and economics
textbooks makes absolutely no sense.
The most disturbing aspect of the
changes being carried out by the board is
the influence they will be having on other
states' textbooks as well. It's inevitable that
textbook publishers will follow through
with the wishes of the Texas Board of Education. With Texas being the largest textbook buyer in the nation, the subsequent
decrease in textbook prices could mean
other states will end up following suit and
buying whatever textbook materials Texas
buys. The implications of the Texas Board
of Education's actions, therefore, extend
well beyond its own state lines.
In the end, it's just sad to realize an organization whose job should be to provide
an education for kids in a neutral environment is instead using its authority to impose its personal political beliefs. The fact
that they are using classrooms as their pulpits and textbooks as instruments of propaganda to influence the most susceptible
citizens of their state is·even more pathetic
and alarming.
..
Unless the board changes its tactics
or decides to appoint new members to
make its major.i ty Republican board more
neutral, we can count on even more "corrections" making their way into our textbooks. Ironically, the board has succeeded
in achieving what it had original\r denounced-discriminatory content in textbooks. After the proposed changes are put
into print and publishers bend to the willS
of the board, there is no doubt textbooks
will indeed become politico-religious
pamphlets and nothing more. •

Amrutha doodles in all ofher.history teldbooks.
Discuss this artide at am.Puf4.cqm!

Don't MeSS with Texas
7he Rangers'journey to the World Series

by lauren sechrist
les090020@urdallas.edu

Friday, October 22, 2010: ·a monumental day for Texas Rangers fans everywhere. A pennant won. A World Series to
be played in Arlington. History has been
made. I sat in disbelief after the final out
(striking out A-Rod has never felt-better),
shaking my head after a week of whispering "World Series" as if it might actually be
within our grasp.
If you're reading this as a Rangers fan
out there, you've waited quite literally forever for this: beating the Yankees and advancing to the end-all of baseball in America. This series of seven will be one of the
most mentally and physically .challenging
for our Rangers, but one that we should
win. Here's why:
1he Rangers obviously out-played the
Yankees in the American League Championship Series. Look at stats for the six
games: The Rangers ran over the Yankees
in batting average, runs batted in, home
runs,~extra base hits, and exactly doubled
the runs scored by the Yankees. With stats
like that, it's hard to believe that the Yankees even got the series to game six. I'd like.
to think rhat the Rangers just wanted to
win it at home.
Another reason the Rangers· should ex::el ir:o-the World Series: they have .fixe.d
mistakes that haunted them from the
American League D ivision Series and early games of the ALCS.
The Rangers couldn't seem to finish in
~ames three and four of the ALDS, and it
:arne. back to haunt them in game one of
the ALCS. Not a full week before game
:me of the ALCS, we had found ourselves
tn game three of the ALDS against the
Rays up 2-1. Rather tha~ keeping things

simple and sweeping the series, we allowed
five runs in the last five outs, leading to an
eventual fifth game in Tampa Bay.
Fast forward to game one of the ALCS,
and Texas comes out strong with a homenm from Josh Hamilton. Sitting in the
stands.and watching on television, Ranger
fans' spirits quickly went south when the
Rangers couldn't seem to get the first out in
the top of the eighth inning
before the Yankees came

back from
a 5-l deficit to
win.
Fortunately,
this
problem
became a faint
memory in the
remaining five
games of the
ALCS. To win
the World Series,
the Rangers wiJl
need to continue to
be cognizant of this
problem and focus on
playing the last two
innings the same way
they start the . first
seven.

Ron Washington, the manager of the
Rangers, has reinstated some trust in his
bullpen, and is playing smart. I sat at misery of the first game of the ALCS after C.].
Wilson was taken out of the game and we
started going through pitchers like candy.
Darren· O'Day only had one pitch before
he was taken out! Luckily, Washington and
the pitching staff haven't continued this
trend since then, and the Rangers wiJl be
better for it.
While Cliff Lee is everyone's new favorite pitcher, other pitchers in the Rangers bullpen were good enough to beat the
Yankees, and wiJ1 be good enough to win
games in the World Series.
Talent that seemed to
f:"1\ fade into the woodwork
when the postseason began suddenly came alive
towards the end of the
ALCS. Center fielder Josh Hamilton
healed up and started hitting big again.
Designated hitter Vladimir Guerrero had three RBis that were
in game six after being

\lY

( ( The Rangers
· obviously out-played
the Yankees in the
American League
Championship Series.,

seemingly insignificant in earlier games of
the ALCS. Young players are playing like
they were made to play in the postseason.
Shortstop Elvis Andn1s and first baseman
Mitch Moreland are making a statement
with their performance. Players need to
continue to play strong. The Rangers need
the whole team to win the World Series.
Finally, Ron Washington's move to the
Rangers four years ago has been one of the
defining factors in the success of the team.
This season, Washington's strategic managing has come to fruition with the best season the franchise has ever seen. Aggressive
base-nmning by players like Elvis Andrus
and Josh Hamilton (Bengie Molina even
had that one stolen base in the ALCS) is
terrorizing pitchers in the postseason.
Trades with Seattle sent first baseman
Smoak out and got Lee in return. A week
before this trade, catcher Molina was acquired from the ALCS Giants. Merely
hours before the cut-off for postseason eligibility,JeffFrancoeur was traded from the
Mets.
Though the Rangers already had a team
poised for the postseason, these trades gave
the team the confidence and experience
in key players that really propelled them
to win the ALCS. This confidence should
carry into the World Series, despite the fact
that the team has never been there before.
Whether or not you're one of the many
Rangers fans, you know the Rangers should
win the World Series based on their 'talent
and the way they're playing in their history-making postseason. •
Lauren hits thou balls hard.

History in the making. illustration by becky aguilar
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THIS M ON TH: SI D MEI ER 'S CIVILIZ AT ION V out of the way unless asked for. This can
assist ·new players by helping to prevent
data overload.
A further change is that this version
of the game uses hexagonal rather than
by philip lupercio
square tiles, allowing units to move more
luperciop@gmail.com
organically, and maps to look more realis tic.
Sid Meier's Civilization V
Another fun addition to the game is
Recently, Sid Meier's Civilization, the the introduction of city-states. These are
game series that has long established it- small, one-city nations that collectively
self as a foremost authority in turn-based can play a strong role in the game.
strategy gaming, ·released its newest, There are three different
much anticipated addition to the gaming types of city-states,
world, with Civilization V.
and each can give
Civ Vis mostly what you would expect you a different bonus
ifyou have played previous versions of the for becoming their ally. Or, you may
Civilization franchise. It is turn-based, simply attack and conquer them,
bas a solid selection of historical civiliza- adding their land to your growtions, several different ways to attain vic- ing empire. They do not attempt
tory, and of course, it can take you abso: to take territory, but they are delutely forever to play through a game.
fensive and can put up a fight.
One of the best things about Civ Vis
Some of the first things that you will
notice if you have played prior versions of that most anybody will be able to pick it
the game are the detailed graphics, sim- up. There isn't much going on at the start
plified user interface, and new tile shape. of any gam~mostly settling and farm
The units, buildings, and terrain textures building-but there is a slow and steady
are beautiful and look more realistic than increase of activity in your empire as the
before. The interface is less cluttered and game goes on. The pace of the game is ·
keeps the details and statistics out of the very gradual, allowing any player to keep
way unless the player manually displays track of things easily.
them.
There is a prompting system, which lets
I found that this allows me to focus you know whenever there are decisions
better on the big picture rather than just
to be made or
micro-managing. There are plenty of ecodevelopments
which require
nomic production and scientific tables
lj your attention.
with all the information that you want
This enables even
in the game, but they are also kept neatly
the most ine.xperienced
Civ play-
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What was that? Did I just hit a fly or something? illustration by robert connolly

er to hold his own against the computer
AI, at ieast on the easier difficulty levels.
Whenev er
you are able to
command one
of your idle cities to produce
something,
research
a
new techno!-

t!

\
ogy, or decide upon a
new policy to give you certain
advantages, the game will tell you
that these decisions require your attention. This way, the inexperienced player
will not accidently skip through turns
without taking advantage of available upgrades.
The military portion of the game is significantly revamped: The game map has
always been set up so that the map was
divided into individual tiles, and in previous games you would be able to stack
several units onto a few of these squares
and mount an un-strategic, but devastating, forward march into enemy territory.
In Civ V, however, this simplistic approach will no longer be possible. Now,
there can only be one military unit on
each tile, requiring that you carefully position your forces to advance. It requires
considerably more planning and much
more military strategy than the older Civ
games,
This should not scare off the inexperienced Civ player, because the game
gives a fairly accurate preview of how an
attacking unit will fare against a target
in a forthcoming encou_nter, should you
choose to commit that unit to a battle.
This can help prevent a beginner from
blindly attacking in unfavorable situa-

tions.
If a military victory is not your style,
rest assured, you can still win the game
through a science victory by creating a
space program, a cultural vi~tory by creating a "utopia project" after finishing
several policy achievements, or an economid
diplomatic victory by creating the United Nations
and through buying the
alliance of several city
states, thus electing
you as the leader-of the
world.
One of the drawbacks in
the game is the pace, as there isn't
really any such thing as a quick game
of Civilization. Expect to spend several
hours playing a game in order to play all
the way through. The game is also quite
resource-intensive and requires a powerful PC in order to keep the game from
lagging and to fully enjoy the graphics.
The strongest part of the game in my
view is the replay factor. Each game is different; so you never have quite the same
experience playing more than once.
Civilization provides a fun gaming ex-·
perience with a lot of depth, the .likes of
which you just don't see on any console.
This depth allows the game to be complex, and challenging enough for experienced garners, but at the same time intuitive and fun. •

Philip uses Civ Vas a w ay to train for
his impending global takeov~tr.
Discuss this artie/<! at amfmtd.com!
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-THIS MONTH: ADDIS ABEBA
heart hiding out in Richardson's Little India.
The low-key setting is endearing, as the place
has been quiet and almost empty each time
I've visited, with low lighting that would make
it a great place to bring a date or a few friends
for
some good conversation. The waitstaff is
by brady spenrath
friendly, but unlike at an American restaurant,
bds062000@utdallas.edu
they won't hover over you; don't be afraid to
When it comes to cuisine, some countries get their attention ifyou need anything.
For those like me, who weren't familiar
~et all the love. Chinese, Japanese, French,
\oiexican, and Italian foods are everywhere, \vith Ethiopian cuisine until now, here's a
md the influence they have on American quick overview. Every meal is served with iniiets is obvious. According to Urbanspoon. jera, a spongy, soft, and moist flatbread, packed
:om, there are 1,387 Mexican restaurants in with its own unique flavor. This bread serves as
;he DFW area (that's 63 more than American your plate with some dishes, and always as the
·estaurants), but only eight Ethiopian estab- only eating utensil. You tear a piece of bread
isbments. A shame, because I recently had off and use it to either grab or scoop up some
-ny first taste of Ethiopian cuisine, and I won't of your food and eat it together. It's fun and
)Cable to overlook it again.
makes any entree easily sharable. Every meal
That taste happened at Addis Abeba Ethi- at Addis Ababa instantly becomes a social ex)pian Restaurant, also called Addis Ababa, perience because of the injera.
m the South-East corner of Highway 75
If you want to start things off with an apmd Belt Line, completely hidden behind the petizer, my favorite on~ so far is the Azifa, a
fack-in-the-Box. Named after the capital city paste of lentils and tomatoes. I don't even like
>fEthiopia, Addis Ababa is a small, well-dec- lentils most of the time, but they put so much
)rated restaurant with a full bar and a lot of flavor between rolls of injera that I can't help
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Azifa (4 pcs.)...................................................................................................................$3.99
Che'che'bsa...............................................................................................................$4.99
Vegetable Combo....-..,.............................................................. $10.99 for one/$18.99 for two
Doro Tibs..............:................................................... :..................................................$10.99
Mis(o........................~:- ..... ,....................................................................................SU.99
Cored Gored ...........;••, ...................................................................................................$5.99

~
~

but enjoy the Azifa. I also like the Che'che'bsa, food, I'd recommend the Doro Tibs, small
which is pan bread, crushed into Bakes, moist- pieces of grilled chicken just shy of blackened,
ened with butter, and seasoned until it's tangy with strong tones of garlic, onjon, and pepand spicy. It has a great flavor, but the flakes of per. It's meaty, sauceless, and easy to eat. I pernot-quite-firm, not-quite-crunchy bread leave sonally prefer the Misto plate, which comes
something to be desired in the texture depart- with two potent Lamb entrees on one plate:
ment. Finally, the Kitfo, a spicy steak tartar the Yebeg Alitcha and the Yebeg Wot. The
made from lean ground beef, butter, and car- Alitcha is slow-cooked in a mild sauce until
damom, served either rare or medium, might extremely tender, and the Wot is cooked in a
satisfy adventurous types. While the flavor is spicier, thicker sauce that reminded me of an
.fine, maybe I'm just not accustomed to eating Indian-style curry. They both complement but
ground beef so rare, and it's one of the few contrast each other enough that you don't get
bored with either and come with a small side
things I didn't enjoy at Addis Ababa.
Once you get your entree, though, you'll of a fresh goat cheese. One disappointment
forget all about any appetizer, As a self-pro- was the Gored Gored, beef cubes in a tangy
claimed carnivore, 1 was impressed by their chili sauce. I found it to be a little too sour
vegetarian selection. Getting the Vegetable to bring any flavor out of the beef, which was
Combo allows you to sample .five delicious tough and chewy.
and unique vegetarian options on one impresI love the food at Addis Ababa. It's flavorsively huge piece of injera. Even though most ful, it's unique, and it's fun to eat with friends.
of the veggie dishes contain lentils, peas, and Unfortunately, you get what you pay for, and
tomatoes-ingredients I've never described perfection has a price. I wouldn't call the
before as satisfying-the dishes are so strongly prices unreasonable-you 'can eat there for
seasoned and so perfectly flavorful that I actu- the same prices you'd pay at any big-name sitally didn't miss the meat. Most of the veggie down restaurant. But 1 know, as students, we
dishes consist of cooked lentils or split peas like to go for a good deal whenever we can.
seasoned and cooked to a thick consistency The best deal is to get the Vegetable Combo
perfect for scooping up. The Timatim Fitfit for two and split it with a friend for about SlO
stood out to me by reminding me of a spicy each, after tax.lf you're ever in the mood to try
salsa with a refreshing tanginess. Injera slices, something new, have an occasion to celebrate,
jalapenos, onions, tomatoes, oil, and spices are going on a date, or just have the urge to
are mixed together to make a dish so spicy splurge, however, 1 have to recommend Addis
it's tough to eat more than a couple bites in a Ababa. Like me, you'll leave wondering why
row, but so refreshing that it's great as a break Ethiopia doesn't have a larger spot on the cuibetween two other dishes on the Vegetarian sine map. •
Combo plate.
For Americanized palates looking for a Brady, some ofthcstfood names have got to be made up.
Dismss this artU.Ie at nmputd,com!
familiar dish for their first taste of Ethiopian
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Caption Contest

Comic Corner:
Se7en ·Plumbers

WHATSA INNA DA BOXXX?!?WHATS INNA DA BOOOOXX!??!
comic by taylor brigance and jeffrey blackman

Sample Caption:
The man is on speed, the tongue is on dope.
Sample Caption 2:
Seriously, Japan? WfF?
i$1!

st

Rules

Pd!~your taP_tions ~i
.
ematl them wzth your
to amodestp,roposal@gmatl.
com. 1he editors will s~lec the best one at the end of
month and it will be published in next month's is~ue
AMPI The writer ofthe winning
shall
free AMP T-shirt, but only ifth~cap(:ta~~ t:s. em:au~

The winner is "Ca.nnon":
Winning Caption:
" This pussy's gonna blow!"
Runner up submitted by"...":
"i can haz cannonball"
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chelsea wolfe

Cross Wordsies

cmw067000@urdallas.edu

Across:
1)"MyGal_"
4) T -shirt sizes (abbr)
7) Rob or Derek
11) Wise
12) Hx
13) Decorate
· 15) Tchaikovsky fairy
17) Blue wish -granter with 59 Down
18) STDorVD
19) Pizza topping
21) Mountain drink
22) "~tit?"
23) French head
24) Definite
27) Itty-bitty
28) Alludes (to)
30) Girl Scout uniform
33) Christen
36) Bid
38) Burn treatment
39) 1998 AngelinaJolie role
40) Hawaiian feast
41) Less tan
43) Ticklish toy
45) Wdods of Legally Blonde
46) Harry Potter, for one
48) Cyclist sport (abbr)
50) Ba>rq's Famous Old_ Root Beer
51) Fruit brand
53) Silent communication (abbr)
56) Here, in Monterrey
58) Without alcohol
60) Pampering place
61) Longest French river
64) NC)tl-musician's instrument (2
words)
66) Alert
67) Musical series on Fox
68) Like the Sahara
69) Some narcs
70) Y!.Mish cries
71) Follows Sun

Down:
1) Cookbook direction
2) A College Station student
3) Michele of 67 Across
4) Banana dessert
5) Lilac
6) Tick-borne disease
7) Delay
8) "_ _ to Joy"
9) Amazing
10) A Great Lake
11) Sound of a leak
12) Internal organ
14) York or Mexico
16) Type of memorization
20) Dallas-to-Houston dir.
25) Alien sighting
26) Knee jerk, for example
27)Toy Story penguin
28) Paper stack
29) "Kiss from a Rose" singer
30) Ninny
31) "There oughta be_"(2 words)
32) Computer card game
34) Matured
35) 1,000 grand
37) Jacques' street
42) Dodge truck
44) Accommodate
4 7) Prepare to drag
49) DVD-player remote button
51) Sarcastically
52) Shrek and Fiona
53) Houston ballplayer
54) Country bordering Portugal
55) Fat
56) Pacino and Capone
57) Do
59) ]afar's cracker-eating sidekick
62) Pinot Noire or Merlot
63) Dinner has two of them
65) " - the Walrus" (2 words)

Have a puzzle you want to
·see? Want to write your own
crossword? ·
Let us know. Send emails to:
amodestproposal@gmail.com
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AMP is not responsiblefor GPA /on due
to obsessivepiiZZle solvirzg;Ai\1P talus
rreditfor irzrreased GPA due to obsessive
puzzle solving.
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amf)/ltd.wn!
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Capture is a two player game where the players take turns connecting dots that are horizontally
or vertically adjacent. Ifa pla.rer comP.letes a square by connecting two dots then they capture
that square, putting their initial in the captured square. You must draw another line after
making a capture. A player may, thus, make a large number of captures in a single turn. After
the last capture he must still connect two dots. The person who captures the most sq!Jares wins.

THE MOST
TRUSTED NEWS
ON THE PLANET

Z URANUS

November 2010

URANUS IS SUPER SERIOUS GUYS . L~KE REALLY

Pumpkins Get Freaky
On Each Other
T'HP. PUMPKIN PATCH (AMP) - In a fit of
sadomasochism, a group of pumpkins began
to carve each other into jack-o-lanterns,
reports a deeply disturbed farmer.
"Man, they were really trying to get their
cat}dles lit," said Farmer Brown, "I guess
some people will do -anything to get their
gourds p layed with."
Displaying faces of alternating pleasu:i:e
and pain, the overripe :vegetables took t~
getting their stems smashed, leading 'the
s1uashes to expel thefr seed all over •one
~ther.

"I have no idea how they did that, and
frankly, I really .really REALLY don't want to."
said Farmer Brown, "I just try not to judgelots of ways to bake the pie, y'know?"•

Ominous Monolith
Dominates Mall
RICHARDSON (AMP) - As part of the
recently unveiled beautification project, an
ominous pillar of steam is now residing over
the tranquil pool in the middle of the campus
mall. In addition to providing a modicum of
temperature control for the area, the monolith
. will serve as a meeting place for the various
cults on campus•. a practice ground for our
~ and coming Tomb Raiding major, and a
vantage point from which Dr. Daniel may
survey his realm.
There has also been an modification to
the SG election process; in the event of a tie '
candidates for President will have to duel their
opponent on top of the pillar while the student
body throws. rocks at them from the ground
below.•

Abyss Stared Into:
Doesn't Stare Back
THEENDLESSVOID(AMP)-lnthecontinuing
stplggle to prove old German philosophers
wrong, Fredrich Karxhauer has succesfully
stared into the abyss until it blinked.
"Ha! They told me it couldn't be done!"
exclaimed Fredrich as he poured solution
onto his dried and crusty eyeballs. "Who's the
Ubermensch now, bitch?"
~seemingly ignorant that such turns of phrase
weren't meant literally,Karxhauer soon plans to
hunt down and kill the Leviathan by "shoving a
tabula rasa up its asst"•

"Give 'em the heater" gets a whole new definition

by D 'Brickashaw Cunningham
Occult Sports Correspondant
HELL (AMP) - The doom time is soon
approaching, and we are one step closer to
apocalypse, if the dire omen which recently
transpired is read correctly. The Texas Rangers,
a team which previously prided itself on its
complete lack of ability, is going to the World
Series, and the end of the world is nigh,
according to various prophecies from around
the globe.
· "When Antler and Claw 'join 1ogether to
defeate the spoil't and usuri~us northerners,
ye shalle knowe that the Ende is at hande,"
predicted Nostradamus almost 500 years
ago "pennants shall be seiz'd, arms shall be
exchanged for other arms, and the betrayer
will be the last to fall." This prediction was
originally thought to refer to the rise and fall
of Napolean, but has now been reinterpreted
to be a startlingly accurate description of the
ALCS.
If the ancient texts are correct, then more
signs will follow with increasing frequency all
leading to the eventual destruction of the earth

in a~ inescapable pyroclasm.
"Yea,theaccursedbowlswillbeoverrunwith
nonconferenc'd outsiders, twelve shall become
ten but shall still be called twelve, and an orange
steer will stumble and fall against the bruins
AND the fucking cyclones in home games,
seriously, that shit'll be whack," continues the
French seer's writings, apparently in reference
to UT's struggles in college football.
"Frankly; anybody who hasn't seen this
coming hasn't been paying attention." says
modern day oracJe Scott 'Peepers' McF1y. "I've
known that the world was going to end ever
since steroid use became a big enough deal to
land you in front of Congress."
. Sports prophets predict that further signs of
the coming apocalypse will include Brett Favre
actually retiring, Jerry Jones giving to charity,
and :f'4ichael Jordan coming out of retii:ement to
play curling.
In the end, the world will be scoured of all
life in an orgy of destruction not seen since the
dinosaurs. The world's sole survivor amidst a
post-apocalyptic wasteland of ash and soot will
be OU's Bob Stoops, celebrating the fact that
the entire world now resembles Oklahoma. •

URANUS: TAAAAAKE ONNNN MEEEEEEEE

Fifty lashes before the main!

by Jack Ketch
Executioner Extraordinaire
RICHARDSON(AMP) - In a further effort to get
ahead of the various .disciplinary problems that
continues to plague our fair university, Judicial
Affairs has resorted to some unorthodox, yet
effective measures.
"Ever since we started returning to ancient
punishments like the stocks, lashes, and public
stoning, we've seen a real turn around in student
discipline," said Judicial Affairs representative
Grand Inquisitor Sheffeld. "Before, if a student
wasn't following university policy, there wasn't
much we could do about it, but now there's a
whole range of options! Some punk talked back
to me in class today, and I just got done stoning
him!"
The newly installed campus enhancements
include a platform for public executions, a gibbet,
stocks, and whipping post. Each new feature is
expected to see significant use before the end of
the semester, but the fogging pillar should keep
the stains from becoming too permanent.
The new Three Strikes policy- one receives
three strikes about the head and shoulders
for each infraction- has already started to turn

heads.
"This new policy is barbaric and I want to
assure the student body that I am working hard
to change the punishments to reflect this modern
and civilized time." said charming Student
Government President Grace Bielawski. "Tasers
and water boarding are so much more effective,
and don't even leave marks!"
Her lovely Vice President, Dina Shahrokhi,
was unavailable for comment as she was busy
presiding over a tribunal determining the
punishment of a student accused of canoeing in
the new water features.
Reaction from the students has been tepid
and mixed at best, with the vast majority of
those asked to comment glancing around
surreptitiously befpre loudly exclaiming that they
" ...have nothing bad whatsoever to say about the
university and oh dear god don't hurt me."
In an effort to nail down the rare and not oftenly
sought "sociopath" demographic of students,
Judicial Affairs is allowing Criminology majors to
act as the enforcers of the punishments, hoping
to instill in them realistic expectations of the law,
civic duty, and bloodthirst not seen since Vlad the
Impaler.•
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